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Ragnar Lothbrok was a legendary warrior who left a legacy among the Vikings like none other.

Today's popular TV Show may have popularized Ragnar's story but the real facts are not very well

known. Discover the truth behind this Viking Warrior and the rich history of the VikingsTopics

Included in this Book:The Legend of Ragnar LothbrokVikings in EnglandVikings in FranceVikings in

AmericaVikings in Ireland, Scotland and WalesRollo the VikingAnd more amazing facts about the

rich history of the Vikings!Order yours today!
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My cousin wanted to get more information about King Ragnar for one of his school assignments.

Since I could not find much information online, I decided to purchase this book. It contained all the

information that he wanted to know. If you are looking to get to know about King Ragnar, this is a

perfect read.

So this isn't normally like the books I read but it was chosen for a book club I am in. It is a very



interesting read about vikings and the main character of Ragnar Lothbrok along with other viking

history. The author made great detail of the timeline of vikings conquering Western Europe. If I

would recommend for someone who has an interest in history and vikings

good read! I never thought I would enjoy learning about the history of Vikings. I am a bit familiar with

king Ragnar as well as these other warriors mentioned in this book which is why I enjoyed this book

even more. There are a lot of stories from this book that I haven't read about! It is good to know all

these facts! It is also well written. Noah Brown did a good job on this :)

This is very good book study about the Ragnar Lothbrok. The history about this person has shown

me something about being daring and brave. The book is very wriiten in simple English and the

story is exceptionally intriguing. I delighted in reading about this legend. Recommended.

Great story of the Vikings on how they conquered Western Europe and other parts of the world.

They are indeed a fearless warrior. The story of Ragnan was engrossing, and hooked me on my sit.I

really enjoyed reading this book.

Read this is you want to know more. The book is a long tedious read, but ultimately answered was

more than it promised to be. Overall, I enjoyed reading this book. A must read.

The balance of Ragnar's life and the history of Vikings throughout parts of Western Europe is

tasteful, well-done, and descriptive. I found the Vikings' origins and their progression through

Europe interesting and well-presented in a solid, consecutive manner. The presentation of their

historical timeline made it easier to follow along and understand the information, as well as gain a

credible amount of knowledge on the subject matter. Most of this information cannot be found

readily or easily, so it was nice to see Brown really took his research seriously. The author paid

great attention to detail with writing this book and even included a whole section of quotes by

Ragnar himself and his crew. Though I would've liked to see his quotes distributed more heavily

throughout his section where they were more applicable to the current story being told, it was also

very impressive to see the list of them laid out for us.Ragnar's section was very interesting as well -

it gave the readers a solid character to follow through the first part of the novel and provided us with

a strong example for a good Viking figure. I've read a decent number of Celtic legends and folk

tales, and Ragnar's section had a similar, relate-able, story-feel to it that reminded me of these



tales. His presentation, adventures, and brave, true character heightened the positive image of the

Viking, which served as a strong setup for the rest of the Viking history. My only qualm here is that

Ragnar's story almost took a backseat once Chapter 2 came along, and I would've liked to see

some of his information expanded upon so that we could get a more even taste of both his life and

the Viking in general.Overall, a solid read, and a great way to find out more about Vikings. Would

recommend.

For the past year or so my interest in Vikings and their intriguing history has ignited so much

curiosity in me that I'm finding myself binge watching every documentary, show, or film that

surrounds the subject, which led me to the purchase of this book.The book is well descriptive and

thorough in regards to the origins of the Vikings and their headway all the way through parts of

Western Europe. I liked how the details were easy to follow in a historical sequence that will allow

many readers of any age to comprehend its contents. The author paid close attention to details and

kept me engaged throughout to the point that I finished rather quickly.The book's presentation of the

Vikings' experiences displayed their true heroic disposition and elevated the favorable image of the

Viking. Well done, Noah Brown.
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